Constant McMillan Degree and the
Continuous Stabilization of Families of
Transfer Matrices
Eduardo D. Sontag*

This note deals with stabilization of parametric families using transfer matrices which are themselves parameterized in the same manner,
a problem which is of some interest in the context of indirect adaptive control. It is shown that constancy of the McMillan degree is
a necessary condition for stabilizability with arbitrary convergence
rates.

1

Introduction

In indirect parameter adaptive control, one updates controller coefficients
as new estimates of the plant are obtained. It is often of interest in that
context to know if it is possible to design controllers that depend explicitly
on plant parameters. For instance, if this dependence is polynomial or
rational, the update itself consists simply of an evaluation, with no further
computation. In addition to computational considerations, it is also of
interest to know if one can design at least continuously on the parameters.
From the work of Delchamps ([Del]), we know that indeed continuous,
and even analytic, dependence of controllers on parameters is possible. In
[Sol], combining ideas of Delchamps together with a result given in that
reference, we showed that it is even possible to obtain rational or polynomial
dependency. The basic assumption in this kind of result is always that the
McMillan degree of the plant does not vary over the parameter space. As
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far as we know, the question of whether this hypothesis is really necessary
was not studied before.
In this note we show that the constant degree condition is necessary if
one wishes to obtain stabilization with arbitrary rates of convergence. We
also make some preliminary remarks regarding just stabilization (without
the arbitrary rate requirement).

2

Definitions and Statement of Main Result

Let A be any connected topological space. A family of (p by m) transfer
matrices over A is a parameterized p by m matrix {WA (s)} all whose entries
are rational functions of s whose coefficients depend continuously on A E A,
so that for each A every entry is strictly proper; more precisely, there is a
representation

{WA(S)} =

{(a~(s))}
b~(s)

where for each i,j, a~(s) and b~(s) are polynomials in s whose coefficients
are continuous functions of A,

dega~(s) < degb~(s) 'tii,j
and the leading coefficient of b~ (s) is independent of A.

w

Figure 1. Interconnection of systems
Let {WA (s)} be a p by m family and let {WA (s)} be an m by p family;
their interconnection is by definition the p + m by p + m family
A
~A
{W (s)}.{W (s)):=

(I
-WA(S)
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(this is well-defined since the first matrix is invertible as a rational matrix,
by the strict properness condition). This definition corresponds to the i/o
behavior of the additive feedback connection in Figure 1.
The above and all other definitions for families apply also to single
transfer matrices, simply by considering a one-element A.
A state space system (of dimension n) is a triple of matrices ~ =
(A,B,C), where A E IRnxn,B E IRnxm,C E IR Pxn . We write
W[~] := C(sI - A)-l B

for its transfer matrix, and say that ~ realizes W[~]. The McMillan degree
deg W of a transfer matrix W (s) is the smallest possible dimension of a
state space realization of it.
For a family {WA(S)} the degree is a function b(A); since this degree can
be computed from the nonvanishing of determinants in a Hankel matrix, 15
is lower semicontinuous; that is, if b(Ao) = 150 then in a neighborhood of AO
also b(A) 2: 150 •
For each family {WA(S)} let 150 be the maximum possible value of b(A),
and let Ao be the set where this value is achieved. The requirement that
the degree of the family be constant is equivalent to asking that Ao = A;
since A is connected and Ao is open (because of semicontinuity), this is
equivalent to Ao being closed.

2.1

Parametric Stabilization

For any fixed, < 0, we shall say that a family of transfer matrices is ,stable if it can be written in such a way that for each A and each i, j, all
zeroes of (s) satisfy Re s ::; ,.
A ,-stabilizable family is one for which there exists a tWA} so that the
interconnection W A •WA is ,-stable. A family is stabilizable with arbitrary
rates if it is ,-stabilizable for all , < O.
The main result, to be proved in the next section, is as follows:

b1

Theorem 1. If a family is stabiZizabZe with arbitrary rates then its M cMiZZan degree is constant.

Note that in the definition of stabilizable with arbitrary rates we allow the
stabilizing family {WA} to be very different for each,. It will follow from
the Theorem, together with its already known converse ([Del]), that if a
family is like this then it is also possible to build stabilizing families which
depend continuously on , in an appropriate sense. A family with constant
degree is sometimes called "split". See [Kh] for properties of such families,
and relations to the existence of coprime factorizations.
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Proof of the Theorem

Let 2;

=

(A, B, G) be an n-dimensional state space system, and pick any

"/ < O. We shall say that

2;

is ,,/-stabilizable and detectable if it holds that

rank[sI - A, B]

= nand

rank[sI - A', G' ]

(prime indicates transpose) for each sEC with Re s
is one which is ,,/-stabilizable and detectable for all "/
controllable and observable.
The main lemma that we need is as follows.

=n

> "/. A canonical 2;
< 0, or equivalently,

Lemma 2. Let {w>. (s)} be a family of transfer matrices. For each :\ in
the closure of AD there exists a realization 2;I of dimension 8 0 with the
following property: if the family is ,,/-stabilizable for some "/ then 2;I is
,,/-stabilizable and detectable.
The Theorem follows from here, since ...?rbitrary stabilizability then implies
that for each such :\ the realization 2;>' is canonical, and hence of minimal
dimension by standard realization theory, which in turn implies that :\ E AD,
which is therefore closed.
In order to prove the Lemma, we first establish the following result,
which will be used twice and can be interpreted in terms of the quotient
topology on classes of systems under the natural action of G L( n ), and is
closely related to a result given in [De2].
Proposition 3. Let {W>'(s)} be a family of transfer matrices. Assume
that d~gW>'j == q for some sequence {Ai} and some integer q, and that
Ai - t A as j - t 00. Then there exists some subsequence of the {Ai}, which
for notational simplicity we write again as {Ai}, and for each element of
this subsequence a system 2;>'; of dimension q, and there is a system 2;I of
dim q, so that the following properties hold:
1. 2;>';

-t

2;>'

First notice that, using a large enough p, it is possible to construct a continuously parameterized family of p-dimensional realizations
{2;(A)} of {W>'( s)} each of whose members is observable. This follows easily from the "observable form" realization (see e.g. [Ba], formula 4.112, but
instead of the "g" in the construction given there, use the product of all
denominators). By continuity, and since {A j} is convergent, the realizations
2;>'; are all in a bounded subset of IRPxp x IRPxm X IRPxP.
PROOF.
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Minimal realizations of the transfer matrices in the family {WA (s)} can
be obtained by restricting to the reachable sets of these observable realizations. Using orthogonal bases for the restricted maps, we conclude that
the sequence WAj can be realized by a bounded sequence of q-dimensional
realizations. Thus there is a convergent subsequence of these realizations;
call L;>: their limit. Continuity of transfer matrices on realizations gives the
desired conclusions.
Q.E.D.
Now we prove the Lemma. Let {WA(S)} and "X be as in the statement, and
apply the Proposition, starting with any sequence of Aj 's in Ao converging t~
"X, to obtain (taking first a subsequence if necessary) a sequence L;A; -+ L;A
of realizations of dimension 80 of W A;, W>: respectively. This gives the
realization W>: in the Lemma. Note that thesystems L;A; are all minimal,
since they have dimension equal to the maximal degree 80 , but that this is
not necessary for the limit system L;>:.
Assume that the family is ,-stabilizable for some ,. Let {WA} be as in
the definition of ,-stabilizability. Since the McMillan degree of the family
is bounded, may assume, taking if necessary a subsequence of {Aj}, that
deg WA; == q for some q. By the Proposition applied to these, and again
taking a subsequence if necessary, we obtain realizations

for the corresponding sequences of stabilizing transfer matrices. Note that
each fA; is a minimal realization of its transfer matrix, hence canonical.
Given any two systems ~ = (A, B, C) and f; = (A, ii, C) we can define
the interconnection L;.f again according to Figure 1; this is the system

and it satisfies that
In particular, we may consider the interconnections of the respective sequence elements, L;A; .fA;. Note that
L;A; .fA; -+ L;>:.f>:
-Further, the composite systems L;Aj .fA; are all minimal realizations of the

respective transfer matrices, since this is true for the component systems.
Thus ,-stability of the interconnection of transfer matrices implies that the
composite systems L;Aj .fA; are internally ,-stable (eigenvalues with real
part at most ,). By continuity of eigenvalues, the same is true for the
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limit composite system ~Ij3I. This implies that EI is ,),-stabilizable and
detectable. The proof of the Lemma, and therefore of the Theorem, is then
completed.
Q.E.D.

4

Comments

It would be desirable to have a characterization of the property of ')'stabilizability (with a fixed ')'). When the parameterization is for instance
polynomial or even analytic, over the parameter spaces A = JR. or A = JR.2,
there are parameterized realizations which are generically minimal (this follows from the results in [RS]). An argument as the one given above then
proves that if the family is ,),-stabilizable there must be a parameterized
family of realizations consisting entirely of ,),-stabilizable and detectable
systems. This condition is "best possible" in the sense that it is also sufficient, and is related to stable coprime factorizations in the sense of [KS].
But the restriction to one- or two-parameter families is too strong, and
much work needs to be done here.
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